
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Tuesday, 20 Apr 2021

Weather conditions: Showers

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: H. Harvey

Stewards: I. Kennedy, C. Berkhout & B. Mason

Judges: P. Tabone

Lure Drivers: J. Barlow

Starter: C. Braithwaite

Kennel Supervisor: M. Virtue

Kennel Attendants: J. Earles & S. Wellings

Veterinarian: Dr, N. DeSilva

Race 1
SENNACHIE AT STUD HT1

6:45 pm
400m

Maiden Heat

All persons attending the venue today carried face masks, observed social distance requirements, and
maintained room density quotients for the race meeting.

Marco was slow to begin.  Jupiter King, Pat My Lass, Secret Key and Marco collided on the first turn
checking Secret Key, Mikado Gal and Write About Her.  Write About Her raced wide in the home straight.
 Marco and Mikado Gal collided approaching the winning post checking Mikado Gal.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 2
THE BARN BAR HT2

7:05 pm
400m

Maiden Heat

Shrek’s Thunder, Moonahcullah Lad and Weeona Bobby were slow to begin.  Thylacine, Gladiator Hulk,
Movie Scene and Zipping Margo collided on the first turn checking Zipping Margo.  Shrek’s Thunder and
Weeona Bobby collided approaching the home turn.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 3
ADOPT A GREYHOUND WITH GAP

HT3
7:25 pm
400m

Maiden Heat

Satanic Mikado, Blazin’ Mist and Jazzy Minter were slow to begin.  Blazin’ Mist and Jazzy Minter collided
approaching the first turn checking Blazin’ Mist.  Jazzy Minter and Dr. Wade collided approaching the home
turn.  Red Sunset and Mr. Prime Minter collided entering the home straight. Blazin’ Mist raced wide in the
home straight.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 4
AUSTRALIAN QUALITY PET FOODS

HT4
7:45 pm
400m

Maiden Heat

Party Doll was quick to begin.  Beta Days Ahead was slow to begin.  He Can Talk was checked off Tralee
Riot approaching the first turn.  Beta Days Ahead and Tralee Riot collided on the home turn checking
Tralee Riot.  Invictus Zeek and Party Doll collided in the home straight.  He Can Talk and Tralee Riot
collided in the home straight.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 5
PAUA KENNELS FINAL

8:05 pm
400m

Grade 5 Final

A pre-race sample was taken from Demolition.

Lara’s Love and Fame Formula collided soon after the start.  Demolition and Dr. Lynch collided on the first
turn.  Cool Customer was checked off Massimo on the first turn.  Cool Customer and Fame Formula
collided on the first turn checking Cool Customer.  Ivy Izmir brushed the running rail approaching the home
turn.  Fame Formula was checked off Demolition on the home turn.  Fame Formula, Cool Customer and
Lara’s Love collided on the home turn checking Fame Formula.  Ivy Izmir tired in the home straight.  

Fame Formula underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured right wrist
and an abrasion on the right thigh.  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.

A post race sample was taken from Massimo - winner of the event.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 6
SUPPORT YOU LOCAL BUSINESSES

This event was re-scheduled to 8.45pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.



8:45 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

Matilda Hook was quick to begin.  West Of Westeros and Mayhem Thrill collided soon after the start.
Shanlyn Bear, Jayville Tuxedo, Taken and Woolybully Keats collided on the first turn checking Jayville
Tuxedo and Woolybully Keats.  Jayville Tuxedo and Woolybully Keats collided approaching the home turn.
 Mayhem Thrill and Matilda Hook collided several times from the home turn to entering the home straight.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 7
GRV VIC BRED SERIES (1-4 WINS)

HT1
9:08 pm
460m

Restricted Win Heat

This event was re-scheduled to 9:08pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

Migration and Blazing Beast collided approaching the home turn checking Blazing Beast.  Fast Lane and
Dr. Carmel collided approaching the home turn checking Dr. Carmel.  Perfect Product was checked off Dr.
Carmel approaching the home turn.  Leeky Lee, Dr. Carmel and Fast Lane collided in the home straight.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 8
GRV VIC BRED SERIES (1-4 WINS)

HT2
9:25 pm
460m

Restricted Win Heat

This event was re-scheduled to 9:25pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

Ultimate Mayhem was slow to begin.  Dr. Collette was checked off Sierra Foxtrot on the first turn.  Dr.
Collette and Barwidgi collided on the first turn checking Dr. Collette.  Ultimate Mayhem and Dr. Collette
collided approaching the home turn.  Rosie Posie was checked off Barwidgi on the home turn.  Rosie
Posie, Barwidgi and Earn The Blur collided in the home straight.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 9
THE OAKS FUNCTION CENTRE

9:42 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7

This event was re-scheduled to 9:42pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

A pre-race sample was taken from Hennessy.

Esfahan and Miers were quick to begin.  Aston Percival was slow to begin.  Esfahan was checked off Miers
on the first turn.  Esfahan and Diesel Runner collided approaching the home turn.  Esfahan was checked
off Diesel Runner on the home turn.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 10
GRV VIC BRED SERIES (1-4 WINS)

HT3
10:06 pm

460m
Restricted Win Heat

This event was re-scheduled to 10:06pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

Tsar Bell and Aston Resort collided soon after the start.  Son Of Suri, Jazz Opera and Courageous Swan
collided on the first turn checking Son Of Suri and Courageous Swan, severely checking Jazz Opera.  Son
Of Suri and Courageous Swan collided approaching the home turn.

Jazz Opera underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have an injured left chest
muscle.  A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

A post race sample was taken from Mow A Meadow - winner of the event.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 11
FIND US ON FACEBOOK

10:25 pm
400m

Mixed 4/5

Star Magic - Late scratching at 11.07am when Mr. I. Brown reported the greyhound to be vomitting (GAR
23).  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate pursuant to
GAR 20(3)(v) before any future nomination will be accepted.

This event was re-scheduled to 10:25pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

A pre-race sample was taken from Zambora Lou.

Pride Into Power, Aubameyang and Citadel Of Chaos were quick to begin.  Jordanville Jet was checked off
Zambora Lou soon after the start checking Groundbreaking and Jordanville Jet. Zambora Lou, Citadel Of
Chaos and Aubameyang collided on the first turn severely checking Citadel Of Chaos and Zambora Lou.
 Groundbreaking and Zambora Lou collided approaching the home turn checking Groundbreaking and
severely checking Zambora Lou.  Jordanville Jet raced wide in the home straight.

Zambora Lou underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have bruising to the right
thigh.  A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.

Race 12
TOP RUN IMAGES

10:41 pm
400m

Grade 5

This event was re-scheduled to 10:41pm due to to the lure carriage being replaced.

A pre-race sample was taken from Colonel Diesel.

Colonel Diesel was quick to begin.  Missy’s Hand was slow to begin.  Fab Rocket and Clever Trevor
collided soon after the start checking Clever Trevor.  Missy’s Hand was checked off Aston Ruston on the
first turn checking Missy’s Hand and Eagle Jet.  Clever Trevor galloped on Fab Rocket on the first turn.  Fab
Rocket was checked off Missy’s Hand on the home turn.  Hacker turned its head outwards on the home
turn and collided with Colonel Diesel.

Hacker underwent a post race veterinary examination and after being re-examined was found to have an
injured right triangle muscle.  A 5 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards spoke to representative,
Mr. P. Martinovic regarding the greyhound’s racing manners on the home turn. Acting under the provisions
of GAR 69B (1), Hacker was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of



injury). Mr. Martinovic pleaded not guilty to the charge, Hacker was found guilty and must perform a
satisfactory trial in accordance with GAR 69B (1) and pursuant to GAR 72,  before any future nomination
will be accepted.

Stewards spoke to Mr. J. Dean and reminded him of his responsibilities to return to the kennels in a timely
manner, to retrieve Missy‘s Hand after handling a greyhound in the previous event, pursuant to GAR 46(2).

There was no head on vision in the back straight for this event.




